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The introduction of EHRs has shifted many clerical tasks over
to clinicians, causing clinicians cognitive and physical stress.
If your clinicians are struggling with information overload,
slow system response times, and trouble navigating the EHR
system, they are more likely to experience physician burnout.
Now, you can make your staff more
productive and efficient while removing
numerous EHR stress factors. With
iatricSystems™ FlexButton™, your clinicians
can be alerted to important patient
information that resides in other systems,
and can inject that patient data into your
EHR workflow — all while staying within their
primary EHR.
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Improve clinicians’ workflow by getting information
where they need it — in your EHR
Now you can give your caregivers the ability to inject
workflows with data from other applications into their
primary EHR.
With FlexButton,™ your staff and caregivers can:
• Access the same patient’s information on third-party
		 systems and products directly from your EHR/HIS
• Achieve easy integration between disparate systems
		 while minimizing data entry for the end user
• Define actions to trigger pop-ups that alert caregivers
		 to critical patient conditions found in other 		
		applications

• Alert the clinician if there are deficiencies to correct in
		 a third-party medical records system.
• Pull data from another application and present it in
		 your EHR — for example, in your main EHR, showing
		 sepsis information from your Analytics system
FlexButton is just as its name implies. It’s flexible, so
you can use it to deliver vital patient information to your
caregivers and staff automatically when and where they
need it.
Key Advantages Include:
• Seamlessly links patient screens with other systems

• Lower the rate of physician burnout by giving 		
		 physicians access to data in other systems faster, 		
		 decreasing time spent searching for patient data

• Bring defined data from another system into
		 your EHR

• Inject data and information from third-party vendor
		 systems into the healthcare workflow

• Connects to iatricSystems applications and other
		 third-party systems

• Avoid the need to re-authenticate when accessing
		 iatricSystems solutions from within your HIS/EHR
		system

• Alerts clinicians when new patient data is available in
		 your HIE

FlexButton can be programmed to show users specific
information they need in their regular course of work,
while staying in the EHR. Here are just a few examples:
• Alert the clinician if the patient shows new allergies
		 in the source system

Example A: FlexButton added to MEDITECH Magic Physician Care
Manager screen to query ChartMaxx® system for patient deficiency
and alert user when information for that patient is available. Clicking
on the button will take the user into ChartMaxx, passing patient information to ChartMaxx.
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• Supports user/password mapping between disparate
		systems
To learn more about FlexButton or other
iatricSystems products or services, please contact
us using the information below.

Example B: FlexButton is added to the MEDITECH C/S Patient Care
System screen to query Mirth HIE and flashes to alert user when new
patient data is available. Clicking on the button will take user into the
patient record in Mirth HIE.
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